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Synopsis 

 

“Bad Coffee” is a drama, where the main characters suffer, or have suffered, from one 

form or another of mental illnesses and the story of how they meet, fall in love and their 

descent into a passionate yet dysfunctional relationship. 

❏ Theme(s)/Keyword(s): Depression, mental health, self harm, dysfunctional 

relationship, suicide, acceptance. 

❏ Underlying message: Never giving up on yourself no matter how many times life 

throws you to the ground. 

❏ Synopsis:  Violet “Tuck” Tucker, who has recovered from depression, meets 

Ashley Conway, a troubled young woman, in their Depression Alliance group and 

go on a journey of love, losing control and acceptance. 

❏ Target audience: People who enjoy women-led films, the portrayal of 

modern-day gay relationships and audiences who can relate to the topics of 

depression and/or self harm. 

❏ Workload: Centred around getting permission from the locations that we need 

(cafe, classroom, apartment, walking path) along with a special permission to 

break prop cutlery inside the premises of the cafe. 
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“Orange Girl” is a documentary drama, focusing on the experimental side of 

filmmaking that will draw upon the use of archival footage and scene reconstructions of 

real-life past events. 

❏ Theme(s)/Keyword(s): Love, relationship, sharing secrets, archival footage, 

experimental, eating disorder, vulnerability. 

❏ Underlying message: The sharing of secrets, with the people you love, is in and 

of itself an act of vulnerability, trust and acceptance. 

❏ Synopsis:  Jonas, the film’s director, recounts in a voice-over style, the first four 

days he met Aiste, his girlfriend, and how they fell in love and the moment when 

she shared her biggest secret with him. 

❏ Target audience: People who enjoy visiting ArtHouse cinema venues, 

documentaries, biographies  and experimental filmmaking. 

❏ Workload:  in relation to this project is significantly higher because we are going 

to film outside of the country. So I will have to get special permission to bring 

equipment abroad along with a newly edited version of a liability insurance (that 

I have already talked through with a member of staff from the loan store); 

arranging plane tickets and accommodation whilst abroad for the crew and 

getting the permissions that might be needed when filming in specific areas in 

Lithuania (I have consulted the Vilnius Film Office and am in the process of 

sending over the request).  

❏ In regards to the story itself, the film’s structure will be laid out by the 

director and worked upon before filming even begins, but the storyline and 

how we want to conduct the set relies upon creating a safe creative outlet 

where the team (Director, Producer, Cinematographer) can share ideas and 

try different shots, spaces, dialogue out that aren’t scripted. And also, 

editing will play a big part in the ultimate construction of the documentary 

as it will dictate the pace that the Director’s voice-over will have overtop of 

the story laid out in front of him. 
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Context & Research 

 

 

Bad Coffee (Drama)  

 

During my research, I have come across some films/television shows that in one way or 

the other have provided inspiration in creating the film, such as: 

 

 

❏ Ashley (2013), dir. Dean Ronalds. Is a film that explores both self-harm and 

embracing a newfound sexuality. The film showcases how we want to explore 

self-harm and the findings of a new relationship and the impact that that has on 

Ashley. 
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❏ The L Word (2004-2009), created by Michelle Abbott. This series showcases the 

toxicity of relationships as well as their intensity in the sense that they can 

completely overwhelm, one or both parties. A good example to help draw out how 

the relationship between Tuck and Ashley evolves and crashes down. 
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❏ The Summer Of Sangaile (2015), dir. Alanté Kavaïté. An infatuating story 

between two young women who fall madly in love with one and other over 

Summer.  
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❏ High Art (1998) dir. Lisa Cholodenko. A young fan falls in love with a talented 

photographer who fell off the grid. Their relationship evolves and eventually 

disintegrates. 

 

 

❏ My Summer Of Love (2004). dir. Pawel Pawlikowski. Mona, a tomboy, meets 

Tamsin, an upper class young woman, and begin an intense relationship that 

leads to betrayal and heartache. Tamsin can be an example of Ashley and her 

influence upon Tuck, who is Mona in this example. 

 

When it comes to the idea of the Depression Alliance group, I have researched a couple 

that I am in the process of contacting in order to attend one of their meetings and 

potentially talking to the organizer of said meetings, in confidence, as to offer me and my 

Director a further insight as to how these meetings are conducted, so that we can 

accurately represent them on screen. As well, serving as research into the topic of 

mental health that relates to the characters of Tuck and Ashley. 

 

❏ Barnet Depression Alliance; 
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❏ West Hampstead Alliance; 

❏ Depression Support Group; 

 

And some organizations that give more information about depression and/or self-harm, 

will also be used to further our understanding of both these issues: 

 

❏ Harmless; 

❏ SelfharmUK; 

❏ SANE; 

❏ Depression UK; 

 

 

Orange Girl (Documentary Drama) 

 

Through my research I have come across other projects with a similar subject but a 

different approach, such as: 

 

 

❏ We.Women, by Neringa Rk, was created by three Lithuanian women that wanted 

to showcase women of shapes to embrace their bodies. This was used as a means 

of preventing mental and physical illnesses, such as eating disorders. 
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Example of archival footage used in the documentary. 

 

 

Example of a  scene dramatisation in the same documentary. 

❏ The Stories We Tell (2012), dir. Sarah Polley. Where she recounted the story of 

her mother’s adultery through use of dramatised scenes. In that documentary, 

Polley shot different flashback sequences that related to the part of the story that 

was being told by a family member at the time. It made the scenes look so 
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authentic even if they were staged. That’s what we want to accomplish with our 

documentary drama, in relation to the dramatisations. 

 

 

 

❏ The Skin Deep (2014) which developed a unique form of interactive 

documentary where they explore modern day relationships and have a set of very 

personal and intimate questions that couples ask one and other that ranges 

from“What was your favourite memory of us?” to “Am I the best sex you’ve ever 

had?” This one is an example of how we want Jonas’s voice-over to be, 
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personal/intimate/raw and same applies to the questions he will ask of Aiste 

when they are together. 

 

 

❏ The Listening Project, produced by BBC Radio 4. An on-going project, that can 

be seen as a case study, into the lives of ordinary people where they talk to a 

friend, family member or loved one, amongst a vast array of topics, with the 

simple purpose of sharing their stories with the world.  
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Example of archival photography used  in the documentary. 

 

Example of Sebastiao Salgado, the photographer, and his partner as seen in the film. 

 

❏ The Salt Of The Earth (2014) dir. Wim Wenders. A film about the life and work 

of one of the world’s most renowned photographers, Sebastiao Ribeiro Salgado. 
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The cinematography and use of archival photographs is a good example of how 

the overall look of our film should be. 

 

Due to the ethical issues existing in our film, I have started reading through a couple of 

books that have enlightened me towards my approach on producing it accurately: 

 

❏ Psychoanalysis and Ethics in Documentary Film (2014) by Agnieszka 

Piotrowska; 

❏ This particular book helped me to understand even further the 

complexities of how ethical issues are raised and the different ways 

they can be presented to the filmmaker. And thus, how they can be 

resolved. 

 

❏ Introduction To Documentary (2010) by Bill Nichols; 

❏ This book enabled me to view the storyline of my own documentary 

as through a director’s point of view. It also informed me more in 

regards to how documentaries are constructed and effectively made. 

 

 

Methodology 

 

Bad Coffee (Drama) 

 

Budget: The main focus of the budget would be spent on paying for the actresses and 

extras’ travel expenses along with food for cast and crew, for the duration of the filming 

period. We will potentially try and find a professional DoP so that would be taken into 

account as well. 

 

❏ Estimated budget: Between Andrija and I we will put in £500 of our own 

money. And we will use crowdfunding websites, such as Crowdfunder, 
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Kickstarter and Tubestart and potentially the new crowdfunding platform 

at our own university which is MDX Business Crowdfund. Andrija will also 

try to crowdfund on her side with the help of a crowdfunding website titled 

Represent, which allows you to create merchandise, such as t-shirts with 

no upfront costs for their manufacturing, and sell them to an audience. We 

will possess a crowdfunding video, that will showcase Andrija and I, as 

means for the audience to see who we are as people and why this is 

important to us. We are going to be honest and outspoken and that will 

hopefully attract more people to care about the film that we are doing. We 

will use Andrija’s social network following to enhance an audience’s 

knowledge of our film project so they will hopefully contribute towards it. 

In conjunction with my part in the other crowdfunding websites, we should 

receive a fair amount of donations.  

 

Approach: Is to continue to investigate further into more Depression Alliance groups as 

well as collect more information that will enable us to depict depression and self-harm 

in the most authentic manner. I shall delegate to my production assistant, Amnah, the 

job of creating a Facebook page and Instagram account (and link them together!) for the 

film where the audience that we have gathered from the crowdfunding campaign can 

follow up with behind-the-scenes photos/footage of the film right up to its release, so it 

helps to build up the hype. 

 

Distribution: Due to the nature and content of our story, we are aiming to launch our 

film into specific film festival circuits in the UK, such as: 

 

❏ BFI Flare; 

❏ This festival is known for being one of the leading LGBT awareness film 

festivals in the UK, which would be a great platform to showcase our story. 

❏ Fringe! Fest;  

❏ Much like BFI Flare, this festival embraces diversity in all forms and their 

films can be showcased everywhere from cinemas to pop-up venues. 
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❏ Rainbow Film Festival 

❏ This festival, based in Shropshire, has the aim to “entertain, educate, 

challenge and change” which directly relates to the storyline of our film. 

❏ Scottish Mental Health Arts & Film Festival; 

❏ Being that mental health is an on-going theme throughout the film, I came 

across this Scottish based film festival that seemed a perfect fit to the struggles 

our film will emphasize. 

❏ Mindreel. 

❏ Works in conjunction with SMHAFF (as mentioned above), in choosing the 

documentaries, music videos and animations that best bring awareness 

and educate the public in relation to mental illnesses. 

 

 

❏ Distribution in Portugal:  

❏ Indie Lisboa; 

❏ An international film festival that accepts the majority of films from 

short to regular length films that can range from action to 

documentary. 

❏ Curtas Vila do Conde; 

❏ A good venue that showcases national and international talent in 

short film format. 

❏ FIKE; 

❏ A competitive short film festival that is open internationally and 

ranges from documentary, fiction, screenplay and cinematography. 

❏ Arouca Film Festival; 

❏ A short film festival that is situated in Arouca and caters to 

worldwide cinematic talents.  

 

Script draft: Bad Coffee (4th draft script) 
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Orange Girl (Documentary Drama) 

 

Locations: The specific locations are still being talked about between Jonas and I  but 

some that we will likely film in are located in Kaunas where Aiste lives whilst at 

university and also Telsiai which is Jonas’s hometown. 

Resources: Our resources regarding equipment, specifically cameras, is to be able to 

make use of Jonas’s own camera which is a Panasonic Lumix GH4 which a lighter but 

still high quality enough to film with. Crew wise, we possess a nearly complete crew 

which already includes: a DoP (Sara Roque), a potential sound designer and an editor 

(Laurynas Suliauskas).  

Approach: The environment we want to create, surrounding the film set(s), is one 

where the filmmaking team (Producer, Director and Cinematographer) have the 

potential to give creative ideas that we will either accept or deny, whilst the filming 

occurs. Meaning that we want to have the freedom to try different shots, ideas and 

locations that are not listed in the film’s structure. Running a set like this will then 

employ a comfortable atmosphere within the crew and subject(s). 

Budget: The budget would be divided mostly between the plane tickets, hostels abroad 

and food for the crew in the course of the week. 

 

❏ Estimated budget: Between me and Jonas we will put in £500 and that is the 

total amount of our budget for the entirety of the production. 

 

 

Distribution: When it comes to distribution, me and Jonas not only want to send the 

film to festivals inside the UK, but we also want to send it to international venues, 

specifically inside Lithuania and Portugal.  

 

❏ Distribution in England:  

❏ Sheffield Doc Fest; 
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❏ A venue that promotes experimental and innovative documentary 

filmmaking. 

❏ Raindance Film Festival; 

❏ A great launch pad for new directors and international talent. 

❏ London International Documentary Film Festival; 

❏ The largest UK-based documentary film festival. It not only offers 

opportunities to the filmmakers in terms of networking and 

appraisal but it also is a now a qualifying festival and the films that 

win the category of ‘Best Documentary in Short Subject’ can be 

considered for the Annual Academy Awards (OSCARS). 

 

❏ Distribution in Portugal:  

❏ Lisbon Docs; 

❏ A festival, in the heart of the capital, that merely possesses two 

categories for international talent that is showcased either in the 

short or feature length format. 

❏ Indie Lisboa; 

❏ A good venue for experimental filmmaking; 

❏ Arouca Film Festival; 

❏ A short film festival that is situated in Arouca and caters to 

worldwide cinematic talents. It also puts a big emphasis on film 

production. 

 

Project specific challenges/Contingency to deal with these 

 

 

Bad Coffee (Drama) 

 

❏ Challenges: Finding locations that are what we need for the story, for example 

finding a coffee shop that will allow us to simulate a physical fight between Tuck 

and Ashley after Ashley has a slight mental breakdown, since we will have to have 
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prop cups and plates that need to be broken. Finding diversity in extras because 

we have different locations and people need to look different. And also because 

Andrija, the film’s director, has herself suffered from depression and self-harm in 

the past, I will take measures as to create a ‘safety plan’ in order to be able to 

protect her mental health as much as possible, if such is needed. 

 

❏ Contingency plans: As to addressing these potential issues, we will make sure 

whilst doing location scouting of different coffee shops, I will talk to the manager 

and explain what the scene will consist of and have him sign a consent form. If, the 

location we decide upon does not allow a staged fight and/or the break prop 

cutlery, then we will have to make some readjustments to the script as to keep in 

line with the story.  And in regards to the extras, between me and Andrija we will 

have more than enough people who could be stand-ins along with a few actors 

I’ve worked with in the past that would be happy to do it. 

 

❏ The safety plan consists of possessing the number of the closest hospital 

to each of the locations we will shoot in, the number of the on-campus 

medical team, the emotional distress helplines as well as the phone number 

of one of her close friends that might offer some further emotional support, 

if the situation requires it. Another approach, is to potentially have an 

on-site therapist, that is part of the well-being council team at university. 

 

❏ Flexibility: The storyline allows for some locations to be narrowed down or even 

cut off if it were needed, such as the pathway where a couple of scenes occur that 

could easily happen in either the cafe or the apartment locations. 

 

 

Orange Girl (Documentary Drama) 

 

❏ Challenges: Making sure Aiste is comfortable at all times and to not have her 

privacy invaded and to be sure that filming in Lithuania won’t be a problem 
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regarding the outdoor locations. Another challenge again is to ensure that Jonas, 

being that he is the main subject’ boyfriend, does not get over involved in the 

topic and storyline of the project to the point where that overshadows his 

directing of it. 

 

❏ Contingency plans: Addressing these issues are to firstly, have a small crew of 

maximum 4 people (producer, director, DoP, sound design) on location and being 

sure to keep a healthy distance when scenes are more personal between her and 

Jonas and to allow space by having, for example, clip-on microphones in place that 

allows us to film from a distance. And regarding the locations permit, I am in the 

middle of contacting the Vilnius Film Office to get permission to film in the 

specific outdoor areas we plan on filming. In addressing this issue, I will help by 

keeping him on track with what the core message of the film is and what we want 

to portray with it, so we don’t stray away from it and lose focus. 

 

❏ Flexibility: This project allows for a diverse number of backups in case a specific 

location, in Lithuania, can’t be used or a specific topic is marked as too personal to 

be discussed, as the crew can offer creative input that will enable us to find a way 

around the challenges that might come our way. 
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Schedule 

 

Bad Coffee (Drama) 

 

Drama: Production schedule 

 

 

 

Orange Girl (Documentary Drama) 

 

Documentary: Production schedule 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

After I finish my degree, I intend to create an online portfolio, that I can link back to my 

blog, where all the projects that I have done (both inside and outside of university) are 

presented in a showreel form. By the end, it will showcase my versatility in the types of 

projects I like to involve myself in as well as showcasing that I am more interested in the 

drama genre overall. 
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